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Swagger Mongoose in loop I am
using swagger with below code.
let express = require('express');
let bodyParser = require('body-

parser'); let router =
express.Router(); let swagger = r

equire('swagger-express-
mongoose'); let mongoose =

require('mongoose'); mongoose.
connect('mongodb://localhost/sw
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agger_mongoose'); let
indexController = require('../cont

rollers/index.controller'); let
bodyParser = require('body-

parser'); let router =
express.Router(); let swagger = r

equire('swagger-express-
mongoose'); let modelSchema =
{ 'id': { type: Number, required:

true }, 'name': { type: String,
required: true }, 'type': { type:
String, required: true }, }; let

model =
mongoose.model('Model',

modelSchema); let
swaggerMongoose =

swagger.api('/api', module,
modelSchema,function (req, res)
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{ if (req.method!= 'GET') return
res.status(404).send(); let po =

req.models;
console.log('models=', po);

return res.send({ links: [ { href:
'', method: 'GET', rel:'self', }, {

href: '', 6d1f23a050
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